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	Text Field 11: Copernicus, Galileo, Newton, Einstein and Hawking are names we are all familiar with, could your name join these scientific greats? You could discover the secrets of black holes, be the first human on Mars, work around an active volcano or dig deep under the surface of the Earth. Planetary Science is the gateway to these possible futures and potential scientific immortality! 
	Text Field 12: Term 1- The Wider UniverseLearn about the fundamental forces and particles of nature. Journey from the largest structures in the Universe to some of the smallest and discover the amazing story of how the Universe began and will possibly end!Tern 2- The Solar SystemLearn about the 4.5 billion year history of our solar system, from its beginning as a cloud of dust and gas until its fiery end in 5 billion years time! Find out about the different moons and planets and how humans have managed to explore some of the most dangerous environments in the Universe!Term 3- The History of the EarthLearn about the formation of the Earth and the history of life on Earth. Discover how the surface of the Earth is constantly changing and how this has affected the evolution of life on Earth. Discover the amazing groups of organisms that have inhabited the Earth and how they became extinct.
	Text Field 13: Diary of astronomical observationsGeological map and cross sectionsProject that will showcase work on an aspect of the course that interests you
	Text Field 14: Visit to a Royal Geological Society lectureVisit to the Natural History MuseumVisit to an observatory
	Text Field 15: British Astronomical AssociationBritish Geological SocietyEuropean Space AgencyNASA - JPLRoyal Astronomical SocietyRoyal Geological Society
	Text Field 16: Drawing geological maps, 2D cross-sections and 3D cross sectionsIdentifying constellationsIdentifying rocks and fossilsMaking astronomical observations
	Text Field 17: OrganisationProblem solvingCritical thinking and evaluationTeam workIndependenceCuriosityEnquiry
	Text Field 18: BiologyChemistryPhysicsGeologyGeoscienceAstronomyMathematics
	Text Field 19: Data scientistGeochemistGeotechnicianField scientistMeteorologistMud LoggerRadio astronomerSatellite engineerTelescope technicianVulcanologist
	Subject 1: Planetary Science


